Summer Projects Overview

It was another busy summer for the Facilities Services Team—we reached a record-breaking number of projects completed in one summer. Here are the highlights:

- Health Services move to Mythaler Hall
- Graichen Gym- updated classrooms & offices, added A/C to the basement.
- McFarland 3rd Floor- west end A/C, office addition to Spanish Lab
- President’s House ADA Upgrades
- McCoy Fire Alarm Upgrade
- Library Reference Room and Bathroom Remodel
- Hill slide Mitigation
- Old Science Building Clean-out and Demolition
- McFarland 124- wall stabilization and classroom remodel
- Robertson Shower Floors- resurface
- University Housing- replace windows, remodel 622
- Campus Storage Building
- Campus Garage Remodel- relocation of Central Stores, Carpenter Shop, and Locksmith/General Maintenance
- Upgrades at the Field House- training room door, replace front façade
- Exterior Lighting

Office Relocations

- Dina Zavala-Petherbridge- relocated to McFarland 312A
- J. Gregory Brister- relocated to McFarland 314A
- Wayne Hammond (Central Stores)- relocated to Garage
- Ray Nelson - relocated to Garage
- Kevin Knight- relocated to Garage
- Pat Egeberg- relocated to Mythaler 119
- Michelle Grebel- relocated to Mythaler 119
- Sarah Milner- relocated to Graichen 016
- Rachelle Hunt- relocated to Graichen 017
- Adam Longmore- relocated to Graichen 002
Old Science Building Demolition

This building was constructed in 1911 and was utilized for many purposes through the years. Due to significant structural issues, the decision was made to remove the building. Demolition took place in October 2014.

Library Reference Room and Bathroom Remodel

A much needed facelift was given to the Library Reference Room as well as the removal of one bathroom which made room for a new study area for students.
Hill slide Mitigation

It has been evident for many years that the hill in the McCarthy/McFarland alley is shifting. VCSU received funding to mitigate the issue by redirecting run-off and building a wall to help hold the hill back. We are excited to have less water/ice issues and more driving room in the alley!

McFarland 124 Stabilization

VCSU is no stranger to water issues, some of which have caused damage to the foundation of our longest standing building, McFarland. This summer we were able to repair the foundation on the interior & exterior of McFarland 124. We have plans to continue working down the length of the building until all foundation issues have been resolved.
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